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business Try telling that to her heartWorth It, Book 1Alexander
Worth, President and CEO of Worth Luxury Goods, is a man
never to be crossed. His unwavering sense of responsibility to
the family business requires him to always be in complete and
utter control. Until it comes to Tessa Crawford. Shes quietly
professional, shy, voluptuousand she works for him. Which
means she is the one woman he must never touch, no matter
how hard his gut twists with need for her. After rising above
her disadvantaged childhood, Tessa knows the last thing she
should do is risk throwing it all away by falling into bed with
her sexy boss. But on an extended European business trip, all
self-imposed barriers burn away in the heat of their sizzling
chemistry. Once back home, though, whispers of corporate
espionage turn into full-blown scandaland Tessa finds out the
hard way where Alexs loyalties lie. Determined to soldier on,
she picks herself up and carries on with a secret, yet welcomed
burden. Never guessing that Alex will make a reappearance in
her life, ready to show her once and for...
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Definitely among the finest publication I actually have possibly study. I could possibly comprehended almost
everything using this published e book. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Rosa m ond Runolfsdottir-- Rosa m ond Runolfsdottir

Extremely helpful to any or all category of individuals. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am
just quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- La wr ence K eeling-- La wr ence K eeling
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